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tad a farm of fifty acres, and your title was disputed, and there
was a farm of 5000 acres joined to yon that belonged to a man of
learning, and his title was involved in the same difficulty; would
you not be glad to have him for your friend, rather than to stand
alone in the dispute? Well, the case is the same-these lawyers,
these rnonied men, these men of learning, are all embarked in
the same cause with us, and we must all swim or sink together;
and shall we throw the constitution overboard, because it does
not please us alike? Suppose two or three of you had been at the
pains to break up a piece of rough land, and sow it with wheat-
would you let it lay waste, because you could not agree what
sort of a fence to make? Would it not be better to put up a fence
that did not please every one's fancy, rather than not to fence
it at all, or keep disputing about it, until the wild beast came
and devoured it? Some gentlemen say, dont be in a hurry, take
time to consider, and dont take a leap in the dark. 1 say, take
things in time—gather fruit when it is ripe. There is a time to sow
and a time to reap; we sowed our seed when we sent men to
the federal convention, now is the harvest, now is the time to
reap the fruit of our labor, and if we wont do it now, I am afraid
we never shall have another opportunity."
Some of the art of this speech may perhaps be credited to
George Richards Minot, the historian of Shays' Rebellion, who
was secretary of the Massachusetts convention. But there was
no disguising the blunt eloquence of the solid farmer who could
see beyond his township in the Berkshire hills.
The management of the convention by the Federalist leaders
seems to have had more to do with the outcome than the de-
bates had. The delegates were much divided when they ap-
peared in Boston, probably a majority against the Constitution.
The Atlantic cities and counties, with their commercial and
shipping interests, were generally Federalist. So was the south-
western part of the state, which resented Its dependence on
New York. But between these Federalist sections were many
fanners and villagers who instinctively resisted change, distrusted
the motives of-the prosperous and educated spokesmen for the
Constitution, and believed that a federal government would be
intrusive and oppressive. The counties in Maine were strongly
Antif edexalist; in part because of a conviction that If they joined

